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and selling of rare books were scant. Few dealers were subscribed at first, and postings of a commercial nature were discouraged. In early 1993, this policy was relaxed somewhat, and announcements about the availability of printed catalogs began to appear later that year. By the spring of the following year, entire catalogs (Quarto Books and the Heldfond Gallery were two pioneers) were being posted to the list. On May 3, 1994, responding to complaints about this practice, which tended to clog the e- passive catalogs residing at the ABAA node is a good one, though it may be a little while before it comes to pass.
Gants's posting was prophetic, and the kind of site he envisioned "came to pass" sooner than he or Ripley-Duggan (or anyone else, for that Second-Hand and Antiquarian Books on the Internet matter) could have guessed. In fact, the first book search database was born just about the time of Gants's speculative posting. Interloc (later reincarnated as Alibris in 1998) was a subscription service that gave access, for a fee, to the stocks of participating booksellers. Subscribers sent lists of wants via e-mail to the Interloc computer system, which matched the items wanted with those listed for sale in its database.
Successful matches were e-mailed to subscribers the next morning. In July 1994, after ten weeks of operation, Interloc reported on Exlibris a subscription base of 225 customers and nearly 300,000 items in its books database. Although revolutionary for its time, the Interloc model of noninteractive, fee-based searches had only limited appeal for pioneers of the Web and was soon scrapped.
Fueled by the same advances in search engine technology that were driving development of the Web itself, the growth of free, interactive, The proliferation of book sites can make searching a daunting task.
Bookfinder (originally MXBookfinder) was organized in 1997 to index the other major book sites, allowing a single search to return hits from multiple databases. In 1997, there were only three such sites: ABE, Bibliofind, and Bibliocity; in 2001, BookFinder covers nine secondhand/antiquarian book search databases. AddAll, another book search "super-site" founded in 1998, currently indexes ten.
Keeping in mind that many of the same dealers (and their stock) are found on multiple sites, the number of titles reportedly for sale at any one time is nevertheless mind-boggling. ABE currently claims links to seven thousand booksellers and more than 24 million volumes;
Bibliofind claims "thousands" of dealers and "over 20 million" books.
(By way of comparison, a single issue of AB Bookman's Weekly in its heyday might have contained seven thousand titles for sale.) In terms of price, titles offered for sale fall overwhelmingly into a moderate range of $25 to $250. A recent, highly unscientific search of ABE, for example, sorted by price, brought up only a few titles priced above $100,000 and only about 50 priced between $10,000 and $100,000-this out of an online "stock" of several million books.
Book auction activity rivals online catalog sales. Founded in 1995, eBay was the first major venue for online book auctions and is still by far the most active. A recent count showed more than 320,000 books up for bid on a single day, of which almost 18,000 were categorized as "Anti quarian, Rare" and more than 13,000 as "First Editions." A check of the Amazon.com book auction site turned up a total of 19,000 items Second-Hand and Antiquarian Books on the Internet categorized as "rare." Book auctions on eBay and Amazon.com are, of course, comparatively undisciplined affairs: Neither site monitors the quality or condition of items sold, and description, illustration, pricing, and so on are entirely the responsibility of hundreds of thousands of individual consignors. Levels of knowledge, experience, and honesty naturally vary widely across this population-caveat most certainly emptor. The much lower level of Internet activity at established houses (Sotheby's Web site on a recent day had only 588 titles up for bid, and Pacific Book Auctions, 272) reflects the fact that items for sale are professionally vetted and described. As with the book search sites, books up for Internet auction (this is particularly true at eBay and Amazon.com) very seldom go above the $10,000 mark, with the vast majority knocked down to under $500.
The rapid growth and continuing popularity of online bookseller and book auction sites is due to the fact that they can place the right book into the hands of the right customer with a speed and ease impossible a decade ago. Super-sites such as Bookfinder.com electronically combine the stocks of thousands of individual dealers to create vast online bookstores containing millions of volumes; eBay and Amazon.com mount virtual auctions whose lots number in the hundreds of thousands. The combined virtual catalog of these sites is updated minute by minute and is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year-"all books, all the time." The consequences for anyone who regularly buys or sells books are enormous-for better or for worse.
Prior to the mid-1990s, acquiring a scarce second-hand book necessarily meant days, months, or even years of effort, visiting dealers, poring over catalogs, or placing orders through an out-of-print search service.
A good many of these services advertised the wants of their customers through printed ads in AB BookmanIS Weekly, and it is worth digressing here to note how exactly the rise in popularity of online book sales parallels the decline of the revered AB. In 1994, the average issue of AB Chucking the old order does not automatically bring about Utopia, however. The enormous scale and freewheeling nature of the Internet "virtual bookstore" can be a curse as well as a blessing. Those who buy regularly on the Internet-dealers as well as collectors-are all-tooconscious of a certain lack of standardization in descriptions of items for sale. Our librarian, for instance, finds that the ease and speed with which he can now acquire books is offset somewhat by the frustrating fact that, upon arrival, the books are often found to be not quite as described. Our collector is overjoyed at the number of scarce titles she finds on the Internet but also finds it difficult to judge the relative merits of the copy from dealer X in "good condition" for $15, the copy 42
from dealer Y described as in "pretty good shape" at $17, and the copy from dealer Z listed as "well-loved" for $13.50. And sometimes lack of expertise on the seller 's part is matched by lack of experience and savvy on the buyer 's part. A novice Internet user, looking for a copy of a favorite childhood storybook to give to her young daughter, is delighted to find it on eBay. Unfortunately, the artfully imprecise phrase "in good condition for its age" sets off no mental alarm bells, and she is less delighted to learn that it can (and in this case, does) mean "soiled, shaken, and lacking rear cover." Moreover, maintenance problems are inherent in any very large database. Our collector/bibliographer, though well aware of the advantages of the Internet, is irritated to find that books sold months or even years earlier continue to be offered for sale. Another irritant is the high rate of duplication of copies across book search sites.
Many dealers belong to multiple sites, which means that a search through Fortunately, most of the dealers who subscribe to fee-based sites retain membership in the free ones, and the savvy book buyer searching the Internet via a super-site such as BookFinder or AddAll can simply avoid titles listed through fee-based search services-at least for now. Bibliocity was the first database to be absorbed by a fee-based service. If enough others follow, a major Internet resource will be compromised, for not only will customers pay more for books, they will lose personal contact with 44
dealers-a greater calamity by far for both dealers and collectors.
One can only speculate about the future. Who, ten years ago, could have predicted the size, the complexity, the international scope of Internet bookselling today? One expects that the phenomenon will continue to develop along certain lines-that more dealers will come online; that dealer databases will become more sophisticated and perhaps include more illustrations; and that search engines will grow more powerful and comprehensive to the point where any and every title online is accessible through a single search engine. One hopes that universal standards of description will eventually apply and that someone will take up the immense challenge to preserve records of second-hand books and manuscripts sold online. And, of course, one fears that the current model of Internet bookselling, whereby a loosely knit community of dealers caters to individual customers, may be replaced by one in which the trade is dominated by a small group of second-hand book "superstores." But too much speculation is dangerous. As Peter Kraus, proprietor of Ursus Books, noted in a recent talk at the Grolier Club about the state of the antiquarian book trade, "Tomorrow is liable to make today 's prophet look like an idiot."
